
Cells are the basic units of all living things. The 
first cell appeared on Earth about 3.5 billion 
years ago. Today, there are many different 
kinds of cells. The differences in the cells of 
organisms are sometimes used to classify them 
into groups. Although cells may vary in their 
size, shape, contents and organisation, they all 
perform functions that are involved in keeping 
the organism to which they belong alive.

3 Cells

Think about cells
•	 How	can	you	make	small	things	look	bigger?
•	 Which	are	bigger,	viruses	or	bacteria?
•	 What	does	Schwann	have	to	do	with	cells?
•	 Why	are	beaches	tested	for	the	presence	

of	E.coli?
•	 How	does	a	cell	become	a	clone?
•	 Why	don’t	all	cells	look	the	same?
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YOUR QUEST
Who am I?
Microscopes are responsible for 
opening a whole new world to 
us. They have allowed us to see 
beyond our own vision. The 
more developed these microscopes 
become, the more detail and 
wonder we are able to observe — 
but often, rather than answering 
our questions, they provide us with 
many more.

The three photos on this page and the 
one on the previous page show 

parts of different animals. They 
were taken with a scanning 

electron microscope, which 
allows us to see more detail 

of the surface of specimens.

Observe, think and share
1 Look carefully at the photos of each animal part 

and think about:
(a) what they could be
(b) what they may do
(c) what animal they may belong to.

2 Talk through your suggestions with your partner, 
adding all of the details that you have both 
observed onto a sheet of paper.

3 Two of these photos show parts of one type of 
animal, and the other two are of different animals. 
Does that information change the way that you 
look at the details? Which animal do you think two 
of the parts belong to? Brainstorm to decide which 
two animals the other parts could belong to.

4 Suggest other sorts of information that may be 
helpful in determining which animal these parts 
belong to and what they are used for.
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1665
Robert Hooke (1635–1703) used his 
microscope (see top of this page) to describe 
tiny box-shaped units in a thin slice of cork. 
He called these ‘cells’ — a term we still use 
today. Many of Hooke’s original drawings are 
published in his famous work, Micrographia.

1831
Robert Brown (1773–1858) 
made microscopic 
observations of plant cells 
and identi�ed a structure 
he called the nucleus.

1858
Rudolf Virchow (1821–1902) 
proposed that all cells arise 
from cells that already exist.

1933
Ernst Ruska (1906–1988) built the �rst 
electron microscope, which uses a 
beam of electrons rather than a 
beam of light and provides higher 
magni�cation and greater resolution 
than light microscopes.

1670
Anton van Leeuwenhoek (1632–1723) designed 
and constructed his own microscopes (see 
opposite) made of a small, single-mounted 
lens that was held up close to your eye. Using 
these, he was �rst to observe unicellular 
organisms, which he called ‘animicules’. We 
now refer to these as microorganisms.

1839
Theodor Schwann (1810–1882) proposed 
that all animals are made up of one or more 
cells, and that the cell is the basic unit of all 
living things.

1937
The �rst scanning electron 
microscope was built. These 
microscopes show images of 
cell surface features such as 
in the �gure of the blood cells 
shown opposite.

1981
Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer invented 
the scanning tunneling microscope. This 
microscope can provide 3D 
images of objects at an atomic 
level. Binnig and Rohrer won 
the Nobel Prize in Physics in 
1986 for their invention.

1953
Frits Zernike (1888–1956) won 
Nobel Price for inventing the 
phase contrast microscope.

1957
Marvin Minsky (1929–) invented
the �rst confocal microscope,
which became commercially
available in the 1980s.
The confocal micrograph 
shown here is of a yawning
trap of a carnivorous plan

1838
Matthias Schleiden (1804–1881) proposed 
that all plants are made up of cells.

A whole new world
A whole new world was discovered just over 400 years ago 
when an English inventor and scientist used magnifying 
lenses to observe the basic units of which all living things are 
made. This led to a new way of thinking about living things 
that required a new scientific language, new classifications 
and new inventions to find out more about this new world.

The discovery of cells
In the seventeenth century, Robert Hooke looked at 
thin slices of cork under a microscope that he had 
made himself from lenses. He observed small box-like 
shapes inside the cork. He called the little boxes that 
he saw cells. Microscopes opened up a whole new 
world that had never been seen before.

Using microscopes to carefully observe different 
living things showed that they were all made up of 
cells. Observations also showed that many of these 
cells shared common features, such as the presence of a 
structure called the nucleus.

As the magnification provided by microscopes 
increased, it was seen that although cells shared 
similar basic structures, there could also be differences 
between them. Groups of organisms could be made 
up of cells that differed from the cells of other groups. 
Some organisms were made up of a single cell 
(unicellular), whereas others were made up of many 
cells (multicellular). Different types of cells were also 
observed within an individual multicellular organism.

3.1 S C I E N C E  A S  A  H U M A N  E N D E A V O U R

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

HOW ABOUT THAT!

An early microscope 
used by Robert Hooke

Timeline showing 
the development 
of microscope 
and cell theory.
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Little, littler, littlest . . .
With the development of instruments 
such as microscopes, scientists needed to 
find words to describe some of the tiniest 
lengths and time scales in nature. They 
wanted some simple names to describe, 
for example, a billionth of a billionth 
of a metre.

In the microscopic world, there is often 
a need to describe things in much smaller 
terms than the units of measurement 
that you already know, such as metre, 
centimetre and millimetre. In describing 
cells, other units of measurement, such as 
micrometre (µm, also called micron) and 
nanometre (nm), are often used.

HOW ABOUT THAT!

Human height
Length of some nerve
and muscle cells

Chicken egg

Frog egg

Smallest bacteria

Proteins

Small molecules
Atoms

Viruses

Plant and animal cells

Most bacteria
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0.1 m

1 cm

1 mm

100 μm

10 μm

1 μm

100 nm

10 nm

1 nm

0.1 nm

Hair width

Unit Symbol No. units in 1 m

Millimetres mm 1000

Micrometres µm 1 000 000

Nanometres nm 1 000 000 000
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1665
Robert Hooke (1635–1703) used his 
microscope (see top of this page) to describe 
tiny box-shaped units in a thin slice of cork. 
He called these ‘cells’ — a term we still use 
today. Many of Hooke’s original drawings are 
published in his famous work, Micrographia.

1831
Robert Brown (1773–1858) 
made microscopic 
observations of plant cells 
and identi�ed a structure 
he called the nucleus.

1858
Rudolf Virchow (1821–1902) 
proposed that all cells arise 
from cells that already exist.

1933
Ernst Ruska (1906–1988) built the �rst 
electron microscope, which uses a 
beam of electrons rather than a 
beam of light and provides higher 
magni�cation and greater resolution 
than light microscopes.

1670
Anton van Leeuwenhoek (1632–1723) designed 
and constructed his own microscopes (see 
opposite) made of a small, single-mounted 
lens that was held up close to your eye. Using 
these, he was �rst to observe unicellular 
organisms, which he called ‘animicules’. We 
now refer to these as microorganisms.

1839
Theodor Schwann (1810–1882) proposed 
that all animals are made up of one or more 
cells, and that the cell is the basic unit of all 
living things.

1937
The �rst scanning electron 
microscope was built. These 
microscopes show images of 
cell surface features such as 
in the �gure of the blood cells 
shown opposite.

1981
Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer invented 
the scanning tunneling microscope. This 
microscope can provide 3D 
images of objects at an atomic 
level. Binnig and Rohrer won 
the Nobel Prize in Physics in 
1986 for their invention.

1953
Frits Zernike (1888–1956) won 
Nobel Price for inventing the 
phase contrast microscope.

1957
Marvin Minsky (1929–) invented
the �rst confocal microscope,
which became commercially
available in the 1980s.
The confocal micrograph 
shown here is of a yawning
trap of a carnivorous plan

1838
Matthias Schleiden (1804–1881) proposed 
that all plants are made up of cells.
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UNDERSTANDING AND INQUIRING
REMEMBER

1 Match the scientist with their cell discovery contribution in the table below.

Scientist Cell discovery contribution

(a)  Anton van Leeuwenhoek A built the first electron microscope 

(b) Robert Hooke B proposed that all plants are made up of cells 

(c) Robert Brown C proposed that all animals are made up of cells

(d)  Matthias Schleiden D  designed and constructed microscopes and was the first to observe unicellular 
microscopic organisms

(e)  Theodor Schwann E proposed that all cells arise from cells that already exist 

(f) Rudolf Virchow F used the term ‘cell’ to describe the tiny box‑like units in cork

(g) Ernst Ruska G used the term ‘nucleus’ to describe a structure found in plant cells

2 Identify:
(a) a feature that all living things have in common
(b) two units often used to describe cells.

3 Provide two examples of:
(a) types of scientists who study cells

(b) types of electron microscopes
(c) things that can be seen with an electron microscope 

but not a light microscope.
4 Suggest why Hooke called the objects that he observed 

under the microscope ‘cells’.

Present day 
A new generation of 
three-dimensional 
microscopes are being 
developed that provide 
even further details of objects. 
Superfast electron microscopes 
enable scientists tov capture movement of atoms. Visit 
the Electron strobe weblink in your eBookPLUS to learn more. 
Newly invented portable microscopes are becoming important 
field tools in research and diagnosis of diseases.

Portable microscope for spotting 
and tracking disease

Looking like a grotesque eyeball, this handheld 
microscope magnifies your specimens to two 
hundred times their normal size.

Robert Hooke and cells
Watch a video from The story of science about 
microscopes and cells.
 eles‑xxxx

eLesson 
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THINK AND cAlculATe
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Focusing on a small world
Just because you can’t see something doesn’t 
mean that it’s not there. Microscopes can be used 
to make small objects appear bigger, so that we 
can see what was previously invisible to us.

Types of microscopes
The two main types of microscopes are light 
microscopes and electron microscopes. Light 
microscopes use light rays whereas electron 
microscopes use small particles called electrons.

Transmission electron microscopes show the 
internal structures of cells whereas scanning electron 
microscopes show images of the surface features of the 
specimen. New electron microscope technologies are 
being developed, such as superfast electron microscopy 
which enables scientists to capture the movement 
of electrons, and a variety of three‑dimensional 
microscopes which have exciting research and 
medical applications.

You may have light microscopes at your school. 
These may be either monocular 
(using one eye) or binocular 
(using two eyes). It is 
important that the specimen 
you observe is very thin, so 
that the light can pass through 
it. However, one type of 
binocular microscope, a stereo 
microscope, allows you to 
see the detail of much larger 
specimens. Stereo microscopes 
can be used to observe various 
objects including living 
organisms or parts of them.

3.2 S C I E N C E  A S  A  H U M A N  E N D E A V O U R

This coloured ‘electron micrograph 
art’ shows examples of diatoms, which 
belong to a group of photosynthetic, 
single‑celled algae.

Some comparisons between light microscopes and electron microscopes

Type of 
microscope

Magnification 
(how many times 

bigger)

Resolution (how 
much detail can 

be seen) Advantage(s) Disadvantage(s)
Examples of detail 
that can be seen

Light microscope Up to × 2000 Up to about 
500 times 
better than the 
human eye

Samples prepared 
quickly; coloured 
stains can be used; 
living cells can 
be viewed

Limited visible 
detail

Shapes of cells; 
some structures 
inside cells, 
e.g. nucleus 
and chloroplasts

Electron 
microscope

Up to × 2 000 000 Up to about 
5 million times 
better than the 
human eye

High magnification 
and resolution

Only dead 
sections can be 
viewed; specimen 
preparation 
is difficult; 
very expensive

All parts of 
cells; viruses
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Source of electrons

Condenser lens

Projector lens

Specimen

Beam
de�ectors

Detector

Image on
TV screen

Eyepiece

Focus knob

SwitchStage

Lens

Tube

Light

Scanning electron microscopeStereo light microscope

A flower bud (1 mm in diameter): the petals 
are shown in red, the anthers in blue and 
purple, and the style and stigma in yellow.

(b)(a)

(c)

What’s in your water? These images show zooplankton 
viewed through a scanning electron microscope.
(a) Chaetognath
(b) Daphnia
(c) A rotifer
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Award‑winning images
Microscopes are used not just to observe images of 
organisms, but also in many other areas of science. 
Some microscope images win awards recognising 
not just expertise but also creativity. For example, the 
Wellcome Trust, a charity that funds health research, 
presents awards for images that creatively explore 
the fields of medicine, health care and biology. The 
following figures show examples of some of the 
2014 winners.

Electron micrograph of a four‑day‑old zebrafish 
embryo. The embryos was about 1 cm in 
length, which is too big for a single image, so 
three different images have been combined to 
create this photo. (Image: Annie Cavanagh and 
David McCarthy)

Electron micrograph of a flower. The blue feathery 
structure on an olive green stalk is the pistil, which is 
surrounded by the stamens – the light green pods on 
the brown stalk. The petals are coloured purple. The 
image is 1.2 mm wide. (Image: Stefan Eberhard)

Staphylococcus aureus bacteria

Human breast cancer cells
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Your turn as microbiologist
In order to zoom in on the units of life and discover the 
micro‑world yourself, you first need to be able to focus.

Magnification
The two lenses that determine the magnification 
of your microscope are the eyepiece lens and 
the objective lens. Each lens has a number on it 
that signifies its magnification. Multiplying the 
eyepiece number by the objective lens number 
will give you the magnification of the microscope. 
For example:

•	 eyepiece: ×10

•	 objective: ×40

•	 magnification = ×400.

Eyepiece lens
(ocular) 

Coarse focus knob

Fine focus knob

Base

Mirror

Stage

Body tube

Revolving
nosepiece

Objective
lenses

Slide

Iris adjustment

Light travels through
microscope to eye

Stage slide clip

Light

As the field of view gets smaller, the magnification gets larger.

Field of view 4 mm
(4000 μm)
Magni�cation x40

Field of view 1.6 mm
(1600 μm)
Magni�cation x100

Field of view 0.4 mm 
(400 μm)
Magni�cation x400

Important points to remember when using a microscope

1 When lifting the microscope, put one hand on the body 
of the microscope and one hand under its base.

2 The microscope should be used on a flat surface and 
not too close to the edge.

3 Take care that the light intensity is not too high, or it 
might damage your eye.

4 When you have finished using the microscope, return 
the shortest objective lens into position.

5 Remove the slide, and ensure that the stage is clean.

6 Make sure that when your microscope is not in use, it 
is always clean and carefully put away.

Using a microscope

1 Adjust your mirror so the appropriate amount of light 
passes through the hole in the stage.

2 Place the glass microscope slide (with a single hair 
specimen on top) onto the stage.

3 While watching from the side, use the coarse 
focus knob to lower the objective lens until it is 
just above the slide. Moving it down too far may 
shatter the slide.

4 While looking through the eyepiece lens, carefully 
turn the coarse focus knob until the specimen is 
seen clearly.

5 Carefully use the fine focus knob so that you can see 
the details of your specimen as clearly as possible.

6 Sketch what you see.

7 Suggest by how many times your specimen has 
been magnified.

How to focus your microscope — and how not to!
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INVESTIGATION 3.1

Getting into focus with an ‘e’
 AIM  To practise focusing a monocular light microscope

METHOD AND RESULTS
 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

1 

2 

3 

 ◗

4 

DISCUSS AND EXPLAIN

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

UNDERSTANDING AND INQUIRING
REMEMBER

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

THINK

6 

7 

8 
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9 

10 

11 

Ocular lens 
(eyepiece) Objective lens Magnification

12 

Part Function

CREATE

13 

14 

15 

INVESTIGATE

16 

  

17 

  

  

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

3.2 In focuswork
sheet
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(a)

Mitochondrion

Ribosomes

Golgi body

Chloroplast

Nucleus

Cytosol

Endoplasmic
reticulum

Nanotechnology is a rapidly developing field that 
includes studying and investigating cells at this 
‘nano level’. While it requires lots of creative, exciting 
and futuristic ‘what if’ thinking, it also involves an 
understanding of the basics of information and ideas 
that are currently known.

Have it or not?
Prokaryotes such as bacteria were the first type of 
organism to appear on Earth. The key difference 
between prokaryotes and all other kingdoms is that 
members of this group do not contain a nucleus 
or other membrane‑bound organelles. The word 
prokaryote comes from the Greek terms pro, meaning 
‘before’, and karyon, meaning ‘nut, kernel or fruit 
stone’, referring to the cell nucleus.

Eukaryotic organisms made up of eukaryotic cells 
appeared on Earth billions of years later. As eu is the 
Greek term meaning ‘good’, eukaryote can be translated 
as ‘true nucleus’. Members of the kingdoms Animalia, 
Plantae, Fungi and Protoctista are eukaryotes and 
are made up of cells containing a nucleus and other 
membrane‑bound organelles.

Form and function: Cell make‑up
Organisms can have the same building blocks, but different  
structures.

Similar, but different
Cells are the building blocks that make up all living 
things. Organisms may be made up of one cell 
(unicellular) or many cells (multicellular). These cells 
contain small structures called organelles that have 
particular jobs within the cell and function together to 
keep the organism alive.

Cells can be categorised on the basis of the presence 
and absence of particular organelles and other 
structural differences. Organisms can be classified by 
the different types of cells they are made up of.

How big is small?
The size of cells may vary between organisms and 
within a multicellular organism. Most cells are too 
small to be seen without a microscope. Cells need to 
be very small because they have to be able to quickly 
take in substances they need and remove wastes and 
other substances. The bigger a cell is, the longer this 
process would take.

Very small units of measurement are used to describe 
the size of cells. The most commonly used unit is 
the micrometre (μm). One micrometre equals one 
millionth (1/1 000 000) of a metre or one thousandth 
(1/1000) of a millimetre. Check out your ruler to get an 
idea of how small this is! Most cells are in the range of 
1 μm (bacteria) to 100 μm (plant cells).

3.3

(b)

Nucleoid

Cell wall

Ribosomes

Cytoplasmic membrane

Cytosol

Plasmid

50
 μ

m

Human cheek
cell Plant cell

10
0 

μm Eukaryotic cells (a) 
contain a nucleus and 
membrane‑bound 
organelles, while 
prokaryotic cells (b)  
do not.

Advances in technology are creating an increased 
need for the use of the nanometre (nm) as a unit. 
One nanometre equals 1 billionth (1/1 000 000 000) 
of a metre. Investigating the organelles within cells 
and the molecules they react with requires this level 
of  measurement.
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What do we share?
What most cells have in common is that they are made 
up of a cell membrane containing a fluid called cytosol 
and small structures called ribosomes. The collective 
term used to describe the cytosol and all the organelles 
suspended within it is cytoplasm. The hundreds of 
chemical reactions essential for life that occur within 
the cytoplasm are referred to as the cell’s metabolism. 
The ribosomes are where proteins such as enzymes, 
which regulate the many chemical reactions important 
to life, are made. The cell membrane regulates the 
movement of substances into and out of the cell. 
This enables the delivery of nutrients and substances 
essential for reactions, and the removal of wastes.

All on my own
Unicellular organisms such as bacteria, Amoeba, 
Euglena and Paramecium need to carry out all the 
required processes themselves. They even reproduce 
themselves by dividing into two. This process is called 
binary fission.

To live long enough to reproduce, unicellular 
organisms need to be able to function on their own. 
They need to obtain their nutrients and remove their 
wastes. The solution to this requirement has resulted 
in the wonderful diversity of unicellular organisms 
that are alive on Earth today or have lived in our 
planet’s history.

Nucleus

Vacuole containing water

Ingested food
(inside a food vacuole)

Food
(a unicellular
organism called
a desmid)

The food is digested inside the food 
vacuole. Nutrients diffuse out of 
the food vacuole into the 
cytosol of the amoeba.

An amoeba feeding

Five kingdoms?
Living things can be divided into five kingdoms — 
Animalia (animals), Plantae (plants), Fungi (for 
example, mushrooms), Protoctista (also called Protista) 
and Prokaryotae (also called Monera). While this 
system provides an opportunity to classify organisms 
into these groups, information from currently 
developing technologies means that it will not be long 
until a new extended classification system evolves.

     ANIMALIA                                                               PLAN
TAE                                        

   
PR

OK
AR

YO
TA

E 
 

 

 
  

 

 

 
 

                                      

       PROTOCTISTA 
FUNGI  

Size varies

10–150 μm

10
0 μ

m 3 μm

50 μm

Cells

Eukaryotic cells Prokaryotic cells

Fungal
cells

Bacterial
cells

Plant
cells

Animal
cells

Protoctistan
cells

Oesophagus

A key characteristic used to classify organisms 
into kingdoms is the structure of their cells.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

75
0 

μm

Vorticella Bacterium A Paramecium is a
unicellular animal.

Euglena

3 
μm 30

0 
μm

10
0 

μm
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Specialist workers
Multicellular organisms are made up of many 
different types of cells that have different 
jobs to do. Each of these different types of 
cells has a particular structure so that it is 
able to do the job it is specialised for. This 
may include the presence and number of 
particular organelles or additional external 
structures to assist with movement (such as 
flagella or cilia).

Microfactories
Mitochondria and chloroplasts are examples of 
membrane‑bound organelles found in eukaryotic 
cells. While all eukaryotic cells contain mitochondria, 
because they are all involved in cellular respiration, only 
those involved in photosynthesis (such as those in plant 
leaves) contain chloroplasts. Chloroplasts contain the 
green pigment chlorophyll. This pigment is used to trap 
light energy so that it can be converted into chemical 
energy and used by the cells.

HOW ABOUT THAT!

The origin of the eukaryotic cell? 
Some scientists also suggest that our 
nucleus may have come from a giant 
viral ancestor.

Plant cell Animal cell

Vacuole
The vacuole is an organelle used to store water and 
dissolved substances. Vacuoles can look empty, like an air 
bubble. Plant cells usually have one large vacuole. The 
mixture inside a plant’s vacuoles is called cell sap. The 
red, blue and violet colours that you often see in plant 
leaves and �owers are due to the substances stored in 
vacuoles. Most animal cells don’t have vacuoles.

Cell membrane
The thin layer that encloses the cytosol is the cell 
membrane. It keeps the cell together and gives it its 
shape. Some substances, such as water and oxygen, 
can pass through the cell membrane, but other 
substances cannot. The cell membrane controls what 
enters and leaves the cell.

Nucleus
The nucleus is the control centre of the cell. It contains 
DNA in the form of chromosomes and controls what the 
cell does and when.

Cytosol
The jelly-like substance inside cells is the cytosol. It 
contains many important substances, such as glucose, that 
are needed for chemical reactions that occur inside cells.

Chloroplasts
Chloroplasts are the oval-shaped 
organelles found only in plant cells. 
Chloroplasts contain a green substance 
called chlorophyll. Chloroplasts use 
energy from the sun to make food. Not 
all plant cells contain chloroplasts. They 
are found only in leaf and stem cells.

Cell wall
The tough covering around plant 
cells is the cell wall. It gives plant 
cells strength and holds them in 
shape. Plant cell walls are made of a 
substance called cellulose. Water 
and dissolved substances can pass 
through the cell wall. Animal cells 
do not have a cell wall.
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Some differences in the basic cell design in the five kingdoms

Kingdom

Characteristic

Animalia 
(animals: e.g. lizards, 
fish, spiders, 
earthworms, sponges)

Fungi  
(e.g. yeasts, moulds, 
mushrooms, 
toadstools)

Plantae  
(plants: e.g. ferns, 
mosses, conifers, 
flowering plants)

Protoctista 
(e.g. algae, 
protozoans)

Prokaryotae 
(bacteria and 
cyanobacteria)

Number of 
cells

Multicellular Usually multicellular 
but some unicellular

Most multicellular Unicellular or 
multicellular

Unicellular

Nucleus Present Present Present Present Absent

Cell wall Absent Present Present Present in some Present

Large vacuole Absent Absent Present Present in some Absent

Chloroplasts Absent Absent Present in leaf and 
stem cells

Present in some Absent (but 
chlorophyll may be 
present in some)

UNDERSTANDING AND INQUIRING
REMEMBER
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Zooming in on life
Now that you are in focus, let’s zoom in on life.

3.4

Sketching what you see under 
the microscope
Some points to remember
1. Use a sharp pencil.
2. Draw only the 

lines that you 
see (no shading 
or colouring).

3. Your diagrams 
should take up 
about a third to 
half a page each.

4. Record the 
magnification next 
to each diagram.

5. State the name of 
the specimen and 
the date of observation.

6. A written description 
is also often of 
considerable value.

An example of a sketch of 
a microscope specimen

INVESTIGATION 3.2

Preparing a wet mount
 AIM  To prepare a wet mount and observe 
micro- organisms on a microscope slide

METHOD AND RESULTS
 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

Air bubbles

Air bubbleNucleus

Cell

7. When you are viewing many cells at one time, it 
is often useful to select and draw only two or three 
representative cells for each observation.

Preparing a specimen
Light microscopes function by allowing light to 
pass through the specimen to reach your eye. If the 
specimen is too thick, the object cannot be seen as 
clearly or may not be seen at all.

Careful peeling, scraping, slicing or squashing 
techniques can be used to obtain thin specimens of the 
object to be studied.

Staining a specimen
Many objects are colourless when viewed under the 
microscope, so specimens are often stained to make 
them easier to see. Methylene blue, iodine and eosin 
are some examples of common stains.

Each stain reacts with different chemicals in 
the specimen. For example, iodine stains starch a 
blue‑black colour.

Take care when using these stains, because they can 
stain you as well!
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 ◗

1 

 ◗

DISCUSS AND EXPLAIN

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

INVESTIGATION 3.3

Preparing stained wet mounts
 AIM  To prepare, stain and observe a specimen on a 
microscope slide

METHOD AND RESULTS
 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗
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1 

 ◗

 ◗

2 

DISCUSS AND EXPLAIN

3 

4 

5 

6 

EVALUATION

7 

8 

9 

UNDERSTANDING AND INQUIRING
THINK, DISCUSS AND INVESTIGATE

1 

2 

CREATE

3 

3.3 work
sheet(c)

x10

(b)

x40

(a)

Cell membrane

Cytoplasm

Nucleus
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Focus on animal cells
What do the cells inside your body look like? 
Why aren’t they all the same size and shape?

In all shapes and sizes
Cells within an organism may differ in their 
shape and size. This difference may be due to 
the particular jobs or functions that the cells 
carry out within the organism. The human 
body is made up of more than 20 different 
types of cells, with each type suited to a 
particular function.

Nerve cells develop long, thin fibres that 
quickly carry messages from one cell to another. 
Cells lining the trachea have hair‑like cilia that 
move fluid and dust particles out of the lungs. 
Muscle cells contain fibres that contract and 
relax, and the human sperm cell has a tail or 
flagellum that helps it swim to the egg cell.

Cells can also differ in the organelles that 
they contain within them. Muscle cells, for 
example, contain many more mitochondria 
than other types of cells due to their high 
energy requirements. Red bloods cells also differ 
from many other types of cells because, as they 
mature, they lose their nucleus. This makes 
more room available for them to carry more 
oxygen throughout your body.

3.5

HOW ABOUT THAT!

INVESTIGATION 3.4

Animal cells — what’s the difference?
 AIM 

METHOD AND RESULTS
 ◗

1 

DISCUSS AND EXPLAIN

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
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Muscle cells
Muscle cells are 
long and elastic. 
Long thin cells 
can slide further 
over each other 
to allow you 

to move. There are different types of 
muscle cells. The walls of your blood 
vessels and parts of your digestive 
system have ‘smooth muscle’ cells. The 
muscles that are joined to your bones 
are called ‘skeletal muscles’. Skeletal 
muscles work in pairs — one muscle 
contracts (shortens) and pulls the 
bone in one direction while the other 
muscle relaxes.

Red blood cells
Red blood cells 
carry oxygen 
around the body. 
Their small size 

allows them to move easily through blood 
vessels. The nucleus in a red blood cell 
dies soon after the cell is made. Without 
a nucleus, red blood cells live for only a 
few weeks. The body keeps making new 
blood cells to replace those that have died. 
Red blood cells are made in bone marrow 
at the rate of 17 million cells per minute! 
This is why most people can donate some 
of their blood to the Red Cross without 
harm. White blood cells, which are larger 
than red blood cells, are also made in 
the bone marrow. Their job is to rid the 
body of disease‑causing organisms and 
foreign material.

Bone cells
Minerals such as  
calcium surround your  
bone cells. The minerals help make 
bone cells hard and strong. Bone cells 
need to be hard so that they can keep 
you upright.

Nerve cells
Nerve cells are very 
long and have a star 
shape at one end. 
The long shape of 
nerve cells helps 
them detect and send 
electrical messages 
through the body at 

the speed of a Formula 1 racing car. There are 
nerve cells all over your body. They allow you to 
detect touch, smell, taste, sound, light and pain.

Lung epithelial cells
The cells that line your 
nose, windpipe and 
lungs are a type of lining 
cell. They have hair‑like 
tips called cilia. These 
cells help protect you 

by stopping dust and fluid from getting down your 
windpipe. The cilia can also move these substances 
away from your lungs. You remove some of these 
unwanted substances whenever you sneeze, cough 
or blow your nose.

Adipose tissue cells
Some cells store fat. Fat 
stores a lot of energy for 
cells to use later. Round 
shapes are good for 

holding a lot of material in a small space. 
Fat cells are mostly found underneath 
your skin, especially in the chest, waist 
and buttocks.

Skin cells
Special cells 
line the outside 
surfaces of 

your body. These are the cells that 
form your skin. These cells have a 
flattened shape so they can better 
cover and protect your body.

Sperm cells
Sperm cells have long 
tails that help them 
swim towards egg 
cells. Only males have 
sperm cells.

Egg cells
Egg cells are some 
of the largest cells 
in a human body. 
Their large round 
shape helps them 
store plenty of 
food. Only females 

have egg cells. When a sperm cell moves 
into an egg cell, the egg cell is fertilised.

Tail up  
to 1  m  
long

50 mm

10 mm

15
 m

m
40 mm

45
 m

m

15 mm

10
0 

m
m

100 mm

30 mm
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UNDERSTANDING AND INQUIRING
REMEMBER

1 

Type of cell Description

2 

3 

4 

5 

THINK AND CALCULATE

 6 

INVESTIGATE, IMAGINE AND CREATE

7 

8 

  

9 Match each cell with its purpose in the body 
by completing the Cell jobs interactivity in your 
eBookPLUS. int‑0206

10 Using your own research and the information on page 23, 
construct a ‘peep through’ learning wheel that shows 
the structure and function of the different types of animal 
cells. Instructions for making a ‘peep through’ learning 
wheel are given below.

11 Use the Electron micrographs of human cells weblink in 
your eBookPLUS to view pictures of cells produced with 
an electron microscope. 

Wheel 1

Wheel 2
Figure A

Label A

a.  On an A4 piece of white paper or card draw two circles, 
one with a ‘tab’ (wheel 2) and one without (wheel 1).

b.  Cut out the two rectangular box areas as shown on wheel 1.
c.  Draw in the large and the small rectangles as shown 

on wheel 2.
d.  Write the animal cell types in the small boxes on wheel 2. 

Sketch matching diagrams of examples of these cell types 
in the corresponding large box opposite.

e.  Attach the two wheels, with wheel 1 on top, using a 
paper fastener.

f.  Rotate your wheel to view examples of types of 
animal cells.

How to make a 
‘peep through’ 
learning wheel
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300 µm

Phloem cell

100 µm

Root hair cell

Focus on plant cells
If all living things are made up of cells, 
why aren’t they all the same?

Have or have not
Like animal cells, plant cells have cytoplasm, a 
membrane and a nucleus. Unlike animal cells, plant cells 
have a cellulose cell wall and a large central vacuole filled 
with cell sap. Often plant cells also contain chloroplasts, 
which enable them to make their own food.

3.6

25 µmGuard cell

Guard cells

Guard cells are kidney‑shaped cells found 
on the surface of leaves. They can change 
shape to either open or close the small 
hole between them. The small holes, 
called stomata (or stomates), allow 
substances such as carbon dioxide 
to enter the leaf. They also let water out 
of the leaf. Most plants open their stomata at 
night; they close their stomata during the day 
(when it is hotter) to conserve water.

Xylem cells

Xylem cells form xylem tubes, which carry water 
and dissolved minerals from the roots to all parts of 
the plant. Xylem tubes are made up of dead xylem 
cells joined end to end. When xylem cells die, the 
cell walls at each end of the cells dissolve, forming 
a long straw‑like tube. They have thick cell 
walls with lots of cellulose to make the xylem 
tubes strong.

Root hair cells

Root hair cells absorb water and dissolved 
minerals from the soil. They have small hairs, 
called root hairs, on their surface. This increases 
the surface area of the root cells so that they can 
soak up water more quickly.

Leaf cells (palisade cells)

The main function of 
leaf palisade cells is to 
photosynthesise, so they are 
packed with chloroplasts and 
are usually green.

65 µm

Leaf cell

100 µm

Xylem cells

Epidermal cells

150 µm

Some of the types of cells found in plants

Phloem cells

Like xylem cells, phloem 
cells form tubes. The tubes 
formed by phloem cells carry 
the food made in the leaves 
to all parts of the plant. 

Phloem cells do not 
need to die to do this 

job. The ends of phloem 
cells have holes and 
look like sieves.

Epidermal cells

Epidermal cells are found on the outside 
of the plant. They form an outer skin for 
the plant and protect the cells underneath. 
This explains why they need a flat shape 
and why they interlock like tiles. Epidermal 
cells do not usually photosynthesise so 
they lack chloroplasts. Light needs to 

pass through them, and they are usually 
transparent. The cells in the diagram 

below are onion epidermal cells.
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

On the surfaces of leaves, there are pairs of special 
cells called guard cells, which surround tiny pores 
called stomata. The guard cells can change shape, 
opening or closing the stomata. Special cells on the 
roots extend into microscopic hairs that penetrate 
between soil particles. The hairs provide a big 
surface area through which water may be absorbed 
from the soil.

INVESTIGATION 3.5

Plant cells in view
 AIM  To observe the features of different types of 
plant cells

METhOd ANd rESulTS
 ◗

1 

dISCuSS ANd EXPlAIN

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

UNDERSTANDING AND INQUIRING
REMEMBER

1 

Type of cell Description

2 

3 

4 

THINK AND CALCULATE

5 

INVESTIGATE, IMAGINE AND CREATE

6 

7 

8 

3.4 Plant transport highwayswork
sheet
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Plant cells — holding, 
carrying and guarding
As in animals, plant cells can work together for a variety 
of functions to meet their survival needs. Plants have 
their own transport systems, which consist of many 
thin tubes made up of different types of cells. Other 
types of plant cells are involved in water regulation 
and exchange of important gases, such as oxygen 
and carbon dioxide, with their environment.

Sweet transport: phloem
Using the process of photosynthesis, plants make sugar 
in their leaves. The system of thin‑walled tubes that 

3.7

Diagrams of typical cross‑sections of the stem of (a) a young dicot and (b) a 
monocot. The photographs show how the cells of (c) a dicot (buttercup) appear 
when viewed under an electron microscope and (d) a monocot (sugarcane) appear 
under a light microscope.

Vascular
bundles

Vascular
bundles

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Root hairs take
up water in
the soil.

Water �ows 
up the stem in 
xylem tubes.

Some water evaporates through
the stomata; some water is used
for photosynthesis.

carries this sugar (in the form of glucose or sucrose) 
from the leaves to other parts of the plant is called 
phloem. Phloem consists of living cells called sieve tubes 
and companion cells. The transport of the sugar solution 
up and down the plant is called translocation.

Water pipes: xylem
Flowering plants also have tubes with strong, thick 
walls that carry water and minerals up from the 
roots through the stem to the leaves. These are 

The movement of 
water from roots to 
leaves is known as the 
transpiration stream.
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INVESTIGATION 3.6

Stem transport systems
 AIM  To identify xylem cells in celery

METHOD AND RESULTS
 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

DISCUSS AND EXPLAIN

6 

7 

8 

called xylem vessels. These tubes are formed from 
the empty remains of dead cells, the walls of which 
are strengthened with a woody substance called 
lignin. The xylem is therefore a ‘dead’ one‑way street, 
rather than a ‘living’ two‑way highway like the other 
transport tubes you have studied.

Water moves up from the roots of the plant, 
through its stem and to its leaves, where some may 
pass out of the plant as water vapour through pores 
called stomata. This movement of water is called the 
transpiration stream.

Xylem for support
The phloem and the xylem vessels are located together 
in groups called vascular bundles. The strong, thick 
walls of the xylem vessels are also important in 

helping to hold up and support the plant. The trunks 
of trees are made mostly of xylem. Did you know that 
the stringiness of celery is due to its xylem tissues?

Leaf doorways: stomata
Water transport occurs within the xylem vessels. Some 
of the water that is transported through the xylem 
to the leaves is used in photosynthesis. Some water 
is also lost as water vapour through tiny holes or 
pores in the leaves. These tiny pores, called stomata 
(or stomates), are most frequently found on the 
underside of the leaves. Evaporation of water from 
the stomata in the leaves helps pull water up the 
plant. Loss of water vapour through the stomata is 
called transpiration.
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Carbon dioxide

Nucleus

ChloroplastsStoma
Chloroplast

Cell wallCell membrane

Vacuole

Oxygen gas

Carbon dioxide

Nucleus

Chloroplasts
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Oxygen gas

Light energy
from the sun

Single leaf cell

Cell wallCell membrane

Leaf 
cross-section

Vacuole

Water from the 
plant’s roots

Guard cells in control
Oxygen and carbon dioxide gases also move in and 
out of the plant through the stomata. Guard cells, 
which surround each stoma, enable the hole to open 
and close, depending on the plant’s needs. When the 
plant has plenty of water, the guard cells fill up with 
water and stretch lengthways. This opens the pore. If 
water is in short supply, however, the guard cells lose 
water and they collapse towards each other. The pore 
is then closed. This is one way in which the plant can 
control its water loss.

‘Stomata art’: the 
arrangement of 
stomata in a plant

HOW ABOUT THAT!

Guard cells

Cell wall
thickening

Nucleus

Stomatal pore

Epidermal cells

Stomata can close 
to conserve water.

Dusty doors
Air pollution can result in particles 
of dust settling on the leaves of 
plants. This may limit the amount 
of light reaching the leaf and so 
reduce photosynthesis. If these dust 
particles block up stomata, they 
can also affect transpiration and 
gaseous exchange.
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Moving in or out?
The movement of substances into and out of cells is 
controlled by the cell membrane. This enables useful 
substances to be delivered into the cells and waste 
products to be moved out. Some types of movements 
require energy and others do not.

Oxygen and carbon dioxide enter the cell by a 
process called diffusion. Diffusion moves substances 
from where they are in a high concentration to where 
they are in a low concentration and so does not require 
energy. Water moves across the membrane via a special 
type of diffusion called osmosis. This movement of 
water into and out of the guard cells is responsible for 
opening and closing the stomata.

Flaccid or firm?
If too much water is lost or not enough water is 
available, the plant may wilt. When this occurs, water 
has moved out of the cell vacuoles and the cells have 
become soft or flaccid. The firmness in the petals and 
leaves is due to their cells being firm or turgid.

INVESTIGATION 3.8

Looking at chloroplasts under a microscope
 AIM  To observe chloroplasts under a light microscope

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

1 

2 

DISCUSS AND EXPLAIN

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

HOW ABOUT THAT!

INVESTIGATION 3.7

Observing leaf epidermal cells
 AIM  To observe leaf epidermal cells and 
identify stomata

METHOD AND RESULTS
 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

1 

2 

3 

4 

DISCUSS AND EXPLAIN

5 

6 
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Guard cells are curved.
Guard cells are straight.

Wide
open
stoma

Closed stoma to reduce water loss

Turgid cells Flaccid cells

INVESTIGATION 3.9

Moving in or out?
 AIM  To make a model of a cell membrane to simulate the 
effect of water moving in and out of a cell

METHOD AND RESULTS:
 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

1 

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

2 

3 

DISCUSS AND EXPLAIN

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

If the cells of a plant do 
not contain enough water, 
they become flaccid and 
the plant wilts.
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UNDERSTANDING AND INQUIRING
REMEMBER

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Tissue
What it 
carries

Direction 
of 

movement

Name 
of cells 

that form 
tubes

Are cells 
that form 

tubes 
living?

THINK AND DISCUSS

10 

INVESTIGATE

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

•	
•	
•	
•	
•	

CREATE

21 

22 

23 

3.5 Leafy exchanges
3.6 Photosynthesis

work
sheet

Light energy

Chlorophyll
Carbon dioxide + water Glucose + oxygen (+ water)
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Cell division
All cells arise from pre‑existing cells.

Cell division in eukaryotes
Ouch! Did you burn or cut yourself? What about those skin 
cells you left on the towel when you dried yourself and those 
hairs you left behind in your brush? Have you replaced these 
cells? Throughout the life of multicellular organisms, cell 
division takes place to enable growth, development, repair and 
replacement of cells. Cell division also plays an important role 
in reproduction.

Nucleus, chromosomes and DNA
All eukaryotic cells have a nucleus, which contains genetic 
information with instructions that are necessary to keep the 
cell (and organism) alive. This information is contained 
in structures called chromosomes, which are made up of a 
chemical called deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

Mitosis
Mitosis is the name of a process involved in cell division 
in eukaryotic cells. Some organisms use this type of cell 
division to asexually reproduce. Multicellular organisms also 
use mitosis to produce cells for growth, development, repair 
and replacement.

The cells produced by mitosis are genetically identical 
to each other and to the original cell. They have the same 
number and types of chromosomes and DNA instructions. As 
they have identical genetic information, they are described as 
being clones.

3.8

Parent cell

Chromosomes
have replicated.

Chromatid

2 Chromatids =
1 Chromosome

Chromosomes align
at the equatorial plate.

Chromatids
separate.

Each daughter cell contains
the diploid (2n = 4)
number of chromosomes.

Two daughter
cells

contains contains contain
Nucleus DNAChromosomesCell

G

C

G
C

G

C

G

C

G

C

G
C

G

G
C

Nucleus

Chromosome
DNA

T
A

T

A

A
T

A

T
A

T

A

A

DNA makes up chromosomes, 
which are located in the 
nucleus of the cell.

Mitosis is a 
type of cell 
division that 
produces 
identical cells.
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Cytokinesis
Mitosis is a process that involves division of the 
nucleus. Once a cell has undergone this process, 
the cell membrane pinches inwards so that a new 
membrane forms, dividing the cell in two. This process 
of dividing the cytoplasm is called cytokinesis.

Cell division in prokaryotes
Prokaryotes (such as bacteria) reproduce themselves 
by dividing into two using a process called binary 

INVESTIGATION 3.10

Mitosis: Patterns of order
 AIM  To observe slides showing mitosis under a light 
microscope

METHOD AND RESULTS
 ◗

1 

DISCUSS, EXPLAIN AND INVESTIGATE

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Nucleus divides
by mitosis.

(b)

(a)

Cytoplasm starts
to divide.

Two daughter
cells formed.

a)

(b))

Eukaryotic unicellular organisms like (a) Amoeba and (b) Euglena divide by binary fission 
involving mitosis.

fission. Although binary 
fission also occurs in some 
eukaryotes, this is much less 
complex in prokaryotes as 
they do not have a nucleus. 
The cells produced are clones; 
they are identical to each other 
and to the cell from which 
they originate.

Using bacteria to make 
human proteins
Knowledge of how bacteria 
reproduce can be used to 
get them to make human 
proteins. Scientists can insert 
genetic instructions from other 
organisms (including humans) 
into bacterial cells. When 
these bacterial cells divide, 
they produce cells that also 
contain the inserted foreign 
DNA and are able to make the 

protein that it codes for.
This technology can be used to produce insulin, a 

protein used in the treatment of a type of diabetes. The 
rapid rate of bacterial reproduction results in many 
cells with the human DNA and the production of 
useful quantities of this important human protein.

Cell division and disease
Diseases can be divided according to whether they are 
infectious or non‑infectious. Infectious diseases can 
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be transferred from one organism to another. Tetanus 
and tuberculosis are examples of infectious diseases 
in which cells are damaged by a bacterial infection. 
Non‑infectious diseases are not transferred between 
organisms. Cancer is an example of a non‑infectious 
disease that can be considered as a form of 
uncontrolled cell division or a disease of mitosis.

Scientists use their knowledge of cell division of 
disease‑causing organisms to control or kill them. 
Antibiotics can be used to kill bacteria inside your body. 
Disinfectants can be used to kill bacteria on surfaces of 
non‑living objects. Disinfectants should not be used on 
your skin as they can damage your cells. Antiseptics can 
be used on your skin. Antiseptics that kill bacteria are 
referred to as bactericidal, and those that stop bacteria 
from growing or dividing (but do not kill them) are 
called bacteriostatic.

INVESTIGATION 3.11

Where are those germs?
 AIM  To observe a variety of micro-organisms from your 
local environment

METHOD
 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

RESULTS

1 

DISCUSS AND EXPLAIN

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Plasmid

Plasmid

Gene

Restriction
enzyme

Restriction
enzyme

Human cellBacterium

Bacterium

DNA

1.

3.

4.

2.

DNA

Bacteria can produce human insulin if the 
insulin gene is inserted into the bacterial cells.
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UNDERSTANDING AND INQUIRING
REMEMBER

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

THINK AND DISCUSS

9 

10 

11 

INVESTIGATE AND CREATE

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

B A
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Skin ’n’ stuff
Your skin is made up of lots of cells that work 
together to keep you alive. A type of cell division 
called mitosis enables you to make skin cells for 
growth, repair and replacement. But what 
happens when something goes wrong?

Skin deep
Your skin is the largest organ of your 
body. As well as holding the insides 
of your body in, it also:
•	 protects your body from microbes 

that could cause disease
•	 is almost completely waterproof
•	 protects the inside of your body 

from chemicals and harmful 
radiation from the sun

•	 detects heat, cold, pain, pressure 
and movement

•	 helps control your body 
temperature

•	 forms vitamin D in sunlight
•	 releases water and other waste  

products.

3.9

Layer of dead skin

Pain receptor

Light-contact receptor

Heat receptor

Cold receptor

Sebaceous gland
Hair

Pore

Epidermis

Dermis

Sweat gland

Blood glandNerve

Pressure receptorPressure receptor

Movement receptorMovement receptor

eLesson 
A cure?
Learn about the revolutionary new Australian trials to find a vaccine 
for skin cancer.
 eles‑0070

The skin is divided into three layers.

Stay in the shade whenever
possible between 11 am
and 3 pm.

Protect your face and
neck with a hat.

Apply a broad-spectrum
sunscreen labelled 30+ (or
more) to uncovered skin.

Wear a long-sleeved shirt
whenever possible when
you are out in the sun.

Use zinc cream to provide
total blockout for your nose
and other sensitive areas.
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Your skin varies in thickness between about 
0.5 millimetres and 5 millimetres. The thickest 
part is on the soles of your feet. Skin consists of 
three layers.

The epidermis is the top layer. It contains 
several layers of cells. At the very top is a layer of 
dead skin cells, which flake off continually. At 
the bottom of the epidermis, new cells are always 
being produced. They push upwards on the older 
cells, moving them towards the surface. Below the 
epidermis is the dermis, which contains receptors 
for the sense of touch. It also contains sweat 
glands and many small blood vessels. Beneath the 
dermis is a thicker layer of fatty tissue, which acts 
as an insulator to help keep the body temperature 
constant. This fat has been stored by the body and 
can be used when needed to provide extra energy.

When you get hot, it is important that your 
body cools itself down so the blood remains at its 
constant temperature of about 37 ºC. Your sweat 
glands produce a liquid that is released through 
the pores at the surface of your skin. When the 
water in your sweat evaporates, it takes some of 
the heat out of your body.

Are you ticklish?
Are you more ticklish on some parts of your skin 
than others?

Below the surface of your skin there are many 
receptors that are attached to nerves. The nerves 
send messages to the brain. There are different 
receptors for heat, cold, light contact, pain, 
pressure and movement. They are all receptors to 
the sense of touch.

The light‑contact receptors are nearer to the 
surface and closer together in some parts of your 
skin than others. It is those parts that are most 
sensitive to tickling. Some parts of the skin are 
also more sensitive to pain, heat, cold, pressure 
and movement than others. Your sensitivity 
depends a lot on how close together the receptors 
are and how deep they are.

HOW ABOUT THAT!

HOW ABOUT THAT!
Spray‑on skin?

Dr Fiona Wood, 
pioneer of 
‘spray‑on skin’

‘Spray‑on skin’  
in action
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Sunsense
Skin cancer is the most common 
form of cancer in Australia. In fact, 
two out of three Australians are 
likely to get skin cancer at some 
time during their lives. The most 
serious forms of skin cancer are 
responsible for about 2000 deaths 
each year in Australia.

What Is cancer?
As the body’s cells die, new cells 
are made to replace them. In 
a healthy person, just the right 
number of new cells are formed 
using mitosis. Cancer can be 
considered as a disease of mitosis. 
Damage to the DNA in a cell 
can cause the normal regulatory 
processes in cell division to 
be ignored or overridden. This 
can result in uncontrolled 
cell division, a condition we 
call cancer.

This uncontrolled cell division 
can form a mass of cells called 
a tumour. The cells of a tumour 
are not specialised and cannot 
do the jobs of the cells that they 
are replacing. Some tumours still 
respond to the body’s control 
mechanisms and do not spread 
to other parts of the body. These 
tumours are called benign. Others 
have uncontrolled cell growth and 
do spread, damaging vital organs. 
These are called malignant tumours 
or cancer. If cancer is detected early, 
the diseased cells can be removed 
or destroyed by chemotherapy 
or radiation. However, once 
cancer spreads, it is very difficult 
to control.

What causes skin cancer?
The main cause of skin cancer 
is exposure to the sun. The 
ultraviolet radiation reaching 
Earth from the sun is not visible. 
Ultraviolet radiation, which is 
also the cause of sunburn, is at 
its peak in the middle of the 

day when the sun is directly 
overhead. Ultraviolet radiation 
causes cancer in the cells of the 
epidermis, the top layer of the 
skin, because it damages the cells’ 
genetic material.

Early detection
The key to curing skin cancer is 
early detection. Even melanomas 
can be cured in more than 
95 per cent of patients if they 
are detected quickly. If you 
see a new lump or spot, or a 
changing freckle or mole, see a 
doctor promptly.

The three main types of skin 
cancer include the following.

Squamous cell carcinoma

•	 Appears as a red, flaky lump 
on the skin

•	 Rarely spreads to other parts of 
the body but needs to be treated 
before it grows large or forms 
a deep sore

Melanoma

•	 Less common and more 
dangerous than basal 
cell carcinoma

•	 Appears as a red, scaly sore
•	 Usually found on the hands, 

forearms, face and neck, but 
can spread to other parts 
of the body

•	 Mostly affects people over 
the age of 40 who have 
been exposed to the sun for 
many years

•	 Kills about 500 Australians  
each year

Basal cell carcinoma
•	 Most common form of 

skin cancer and also the 
least dangerous

•	 Least common but most 
dangerous form of skin cancer

•	 First sign is a change in size, 
shape or colour of a freckle or 
mole, or the appearance of a 
new spot on normal skin

•	 Can spread quickly to other parts 
of the body

•	 Most common in adults aged 
between 30 and 50 years, 
usually caused by long periods 
of exposure to the sun during 
childhood and adolescence

•	 Cause of the most deaths from 
skin cancer — about 1500 each 
year in Australia
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Some questions about fun in the sun
Q: Is a suntan healthy?
A: No. A suntan is evidence that you have been 

exposed to the sun for too long. A suntan will 
not protect you from skin cancer. Fake suntan 
lotions do not offer protection from skin 
cancer either.

Q: Do I need to worry about sunburn or skin 
cancer when it’s cloudy?

A: Yes. Although clouds block out a lot of the 
sun’s visible light, they do not block out 
enough ultraviolet radiation to protect your 
skin completely, especially during summer. The 
graphs below show that light cloud cover has 
little effect on the harmful ultraviolet radiation 
reaching the ground on a summer’s day in 
Sydney. Heavy cloud, however, decreases the 
amount of ultraviolet radiation reaching the 
ground by over 90 per cent.

Q: Do I need to use sunscreen when I wear  
a hat?

A: Yes. The sun’s radiation is reflected from the 
ground and from water. Snow and sand reflect 
a lot of radiation, even on cloudy days. In 
addition, many hats, including baseball caps, 
do not protect you from direct radiation. 
Wide‑brimmed hats or ‘legionnaire’ hats provide 
the best protection because they shade the 
neck and ears.

Q: What does SPF 30+ mean?
A: SPF stands for ‘sun protection factor’. It allows 

you to estimate how long you can stay in the 
sun before your skin starts to go red. This 
period can be estimated by multiplying the 
amount of time that it takes your skin to 
redden by the SPF factor. For example, if your 
unprotected skin starts to burn after 10 minutes 
in the hot sun, proper use of SPF 4 sunscreen 
would allow you to remain in the sun for 
10 × 4 = 40 minutes before burning starts. After 
that 40 minutes, you would burn, even with 
more sunscreen applied. An SPF water‑resistant 
30+ sunscreen reapplied every 2 hours would 
allow you to remain in the sun for at least 
10 × 30 = 300 minutes before burning starts. 
SPF 30+ sunscreen blocks out about 97 per cent 
of the sun’s radiation.

Q: What does ‘broad spectrum’ mean?
A: The Cancer Council Victoria recommends a 

broad spectrum SPF 30+ (or higher) sunscreen. 
Broad spectrum sunscreens offer protection from 
the two different types of ultraviolet radiation 
that reach Earth’s surface: UVA and UVB.

9.00 am 11.00 am 1.00 pm 3.00 pm 5.00 pm 9.00 am 11.00 am 1.00 pm 3.00 pm 5.00 pm

Cloud-free day Cloudy day

Ultraviolet radiation throughout the day

Extreme

Very high

High Heavy cloud Light cloud

Moderate

These graphs show how the ultraviolet radiation 
reaching the ground changes on a typical summer day 
in Sydney.
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HOW ABOUT THAT!
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Ingestion of
dormant cysts

Cysts can survive for
weeks to months in
cold water.

Excystation:
trophozoite emerges
in an active state.

Only cysts can survive
outside the host.

Cysts and
trophozoites
expelled in the faeces

Encystation
during transit
towards the colon

Trophozoite undergoes
asexual replication.

Not everyone
exhibits symptoms.

Just because you are tiny, doesn’t mean that you can’t 
cause trouble — think about how annoying mosquitoes 
can be! Sometimes it’s the small things in life that make 
the biggest difference. The presence, absence or extreme 
levels of particular microbes can reflect the health of their 
habitat, whether it be an organism or an entire ecosystem.

‘Down the hatch’
What’s in that gulp of water? You may have swallowed 
a little more than you thought! As well as water, you 
may have also ‘invited in’ viruses, bacteria, protozoans, 
phytoplankton and zooplankton.

A protoctistan (protozoan) by the name of Giardia 
lamblia has become quite well known for ‘hitching a 
ride’ in drinking water. These parasites are the cause 
of one of the most common parasitic gastrointestinal 
infections in humans worldwide. Giardia lamblia 
made newspaper headlines in 1998, along with 
another protozoan, Cryptosporidium parvum, 
when high levels of both were reported to be 
contaminating Sydney’s drinking water supply.

Giardia lamblia use their flagella to move 
around, and they have a complex life 
cycle. The parasite can survive for a 
long period outside the body in 
an inactive form called a cyst. 
Once swallowed, the cyst is 
activated by your stomach 
acid and develops into 
the disease‑causing stage. 
Using a huge sucker, they 
then attach themselves 
to the lining of your 
intestine, sucking your 
blood as their food 
source. After about ten 
days of infection you 
could have a million 
of them living off your 
blood supply and causing 
symptoms associated 
with gastrointestinal 
complaints. Some of their 
reproductive cysts pass through 
your digestive system and are 
excreted, so that another host can 
become infected.

3.10 S C I E N C E  A S  A  H U M A N  E N D E A V O U R

Tiny size, big trouble

Where do you fit into the life cycle 
of Giardia lamblia?

Giardia lamblia are 
pear‑shaped and quite 
large, usually more 
than 6 μm in size.
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Water wise
Living things need water to survive. Some living 
things also need to live in water to survive. In these 
ecosystems, there are links between the inhabitants to 
keep them balanced and healthy. Sometimes, however, 
these links can be broken or disrupted. This is when 
problems can occur that may result not only in an 
unbalanced ecosystem, but also in death.

Take a swim with me
Escherichia coli (E. coli) is a type of bacterium found 
in our intestine. It usually causes us no harm and 
passes through our digestive system to be excreted. 
This enables it to be used as an indicator of sewage 
contamination in water. Contaminated sewage may 
contain dangerous or even deadly micro‑organisms. It is 
for this reason that E. coli levels are tested and reported 
on at various beaches and swimming locations.

Electron micrograph of E. coli

HOW ABOUT 
THAT!

Professor 
Gustaaf 
Hallegraeff

Bloom’n algae
Algal blooms occur naturally and provide food 
for many aquatic organisms. Sometimes, however, 
they can cause harm. Algal blooms can cause large 
fluctuations in the levels of oxygen and pH (acidity) 
of the water and block 
sunlight penetrating 
through it. The 
species that cause 
these blooms 
may also be toxic 
to some of the 
aquatic organisms 
or even toxic or 
a skin irritant 
to humans. The 
presence of algal 
blooms can have 
economic as well as 
biological consequences.

Algal bloom at Warragamba Dam, Sydney, NSW

Microcystis is an example 
of blue‑green algae.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
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Red tide of death
Scientists at the University of Tasmania have 
discovered that two new types of algae are killing fish 
in the Southern Ocean. These algae have been found 
in abundance and, when in full bloom, produce a 
distinctive red‑coloured tide. The university’s scientists 
are working with the Australian Antarctic Division to 
try to establish the number of fish that are suffocating 
from the algae. This will enable sustainable fishing 
levels to be maintained.

INVESTIGATION 3.12

Teeming with tiny …
 AIM  To observe micro-organisms found in water on a 
microscope slide

METHOD AND RESULTS
 ◗

 ◗

 ◗

1 

 ◗

DISCUSS AND EXPLAIN

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

10 μm 10 μm

5 μm 5 μm

10 μm 5 μm

Fluorescence microscopy can be used to identify the species that 
a cell belongs to, and can therefore help determine whether the 
cell may be of a dangerous type. In this image, the position of the 
chloroplasts shows as red and the nucleus as blue.

HOW ABOUT THAT!
Snap frozen
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UNDERSTANDING AND INQUIRING
REMEMBER

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

INVESTIGATE, THINK AND DISCUSS

9 

10 

11 

•	

•	

•	

•	

12 

•	

•	

•	

•	

•	

•	
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2001 2002

Regional: Nil E. coli

Hunter: Nil E. coli or thermotolerant

Sydney: Nil E. coli or thermotolerant

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Year

Indicator bacteria counts in drinking water, Sydney, Hunter
and regional water supplies, NSW 2001 to 2007
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Link to assessON for questions to  
test your readiness FOR learning, your  
progress AS you learn and your levels OF 
achievement. www.assesson.com.au

4 (a)  Why do you think that cells have been described as 
‘living factories’?

(b) Think of a typical plant or animal cell. Make a list of all 
of the different parts and organelles. If the cell was a 
living factory, what might be the job of each listed part?

(c) Write a play to act out what happens in cells and 
perform it with others in your class. What sorts of things 
were easy to show? What sorts of things were hard to 
show? If you were to rewrite the play, what might you 
change and why?

(d) Convert the classroom into a giant cell! Take photos and 
then add information to them on a poster.

5 Construct a Venn diagram to show the similarities 
and differences between light microscopes and 
electron microscopes.

6 Explain the significance of the invention of the microscope 
in terms of how we see the world.

7 Suggest why the invention of microscopes led to the 
development of new scientific language and classifications.

8 Carefully observe the diagram of the skin below. Match the 
letters on the diagram with the following labels: epidermis, 
dermis, fatty layer, light receptor, sweat gland, blood 
vessels, sebaceous gland, pain receptor, nerve, pore.

1 (a)  Brainstorm as many ‘cell’‑related words as you can, 
writing them on a piece of paper.

(b) Pair up with another class member and add any of their 
words that you missed. Ask your partner what these 
words mean if you are unsure.

(c) On a new piece of paper, work with your partner 
to group or link words to make a concept, cluster 
or mind map.

(d) Compare your map with that of another pair in the class, 
adding as many more bits and pieces as you can.

2 Which of the following types of microscopes were used to 
take the photos shown below?
•	 Scanning electron microscope
•	 Light microscope

 Give reasons for your answers.

3 Make a sketch of these human cheek cells.

LOOKING BACK

9 Copy and complete the table below:

Cell feature Plant cells Animal cells Fungal cells

Cell wall ✓ ✗

Cytoplasm

Cell 
membrane

Chloroplast

Nucleus

Large 
vacuole

EA

B

C

D J

I

H

G

F

(a)

(b)
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10 Draw and label a typical plant cell and a typical animal cell.
11 What's green and eats porridge? Identify the parts of the 

microscope on the right and use the code below to find out 
the answer to this riddle.

 Code:
 O = revolving nose piece; U = objective lenses;
 S = coarse focus knob; K = fine focus knob;
 D = microscope slide; L = stage slide clip;
 C = base; O = mirror; L = iris adjustment;
 I = stage; M = eyepiece lens

12 Unscramble the words using the clues provided.
(a) Control centre of the cell  SEUNCLU
(b) Surrounds the cell  ERAMMBNE
(c) Contains cell sap  OCVAUEL
(d) Part of the cell between the cell membrane and the 

nucleus  CATOPLMYS
(e) Building blocks of all living things  LELSC
(f) Living things  ASMOGNIRS

13 (a)  Match the following cell names to the diagrams  
below.

  Euglena
  Paramecium
  onion epidermal cells
  nerve cell
  sperm cell
  guard cells
  root hair cell
  bacterium
(b) To which kingdom does each of these cells belong?

1. 

10.

11.

9. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

6. 

2. 

3.
4.

5. 

7. 

8. 

(a)

(c)

(e)

(g)

(b)

(d)

(f)

(h)
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HeterotrophMembraneAutotroph

Starch Cell wall

Leaves

Stomata

ChloroplastRoots

Blood cell

Mitochondria

Nucleus

Animal

Large

Nanometres

Eyepiece lens

Specimen

Light
microscope

Objective lens

Stage

Electron
microscope

Focus knob

Robert Hooke

Microscope

14 Use the target map above to answer the 
following questions.
(a) List the content that is relevant to animal cells.
(b) List the content that is not relevant to animal cells.
(c) Using the words in the target map, construct a target 

map that is relevant to plant cells.
(d) Identify which words are relevant to both plant and 

animal cells.
(e) Suggest why plant and animal cells both have these 

features in common.

15 Use the terms in the box below to construct target maps 
that are relevant to:
(a) plants
(b) animals
(c) fungi
(d) protoctistans
(e) prokaryotes (monera).

multicellular chloroplast Euglena
prokaryote bacteria mushroom
eukaryote fern yeast
nucleus alga lizard
cell wall Paramecium sponge
large vacuole unicellular moss
xylem cell membrane blood cells
possum stomata phloem

16 Construct a single bubble map to identify:
(a) types of plant cells
(b) types of animal cells
(c) scientists who have contributed to our 

knowledge of cells
(d) examples of body systems
(e) functions of skin
(f) issues related to stem cells.

17 Use the information in the single bubble map 
below to construct a target map of the parts of a  
light microscope.

18 (a)  Use the internet to find images of at least 
five different types of zooplankton.

(b) Carefully observe your zooplankton images, 
recording key features of each in single 
bubble maps.

(c) Construct target maps for each of your 
zooplankton to show how they are different 
from the other zooplankton.

3.7 Summing up
3.8 Looking back

work
sheet
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 DIGItAL resOurCes

stuDY CHeCKLIst
CellS

 ■ name and state the function of the parts of a light 
microscope

 ■ describe how to prepare a specimen for observation 
under a light microscope

 ■ observe and sketch labelled diagrams of cells 
and other specimens as viewed under a  
light microscope

 ■ suggest why stains are used in the preparation of 
microscope slides

 ■ explain the significance of the invention of the 
microscope to biology

 ■ outline the contributions of three scientists to our 
understanding of cells

 ■ state examples of different types of cells and relate their 
structure to their function

 ■ describe the differences between unicellular and 
multicellular organisms

 ■ name a type of cell division involved in growth and repair
 ■ explain why not all cells have the same structure

 ■ use differences in cell structure to classify organisms 
into groups

 ■ explain how cell structure can provide us with 
evolutionary information

eCOSYSTeMS

 ■ give examples of how unicellular organisms can have big 
impacts on ecosystems

SCIeNCe AS A HUMAN eNDeAVOUR

 ■ outline developments in the understanding of cells and 
how this knowledge has affected research areas such as 
health and medicine

 ■ describe the development of the microscope
 ■ outline the effect microscopes have had on our 

understanding of cell functions and cell division
 ■ describe how people use understanding and skills from 

across the disciplines of science in their occupations
 ■ provide an example of the role of knowledge of cells 

and cell divisions in the area of disease treatment 
and control

elessons

Inside cells
Learn about the building blocks 
of life called cells and organelles 
in this animated video lesson, 
looking closely at the difference 
between the make‑up of animal 
and plant cells. A worksheet is 
attached to further your understanding.

Searchlight ID: eles‑0054

Individual pathways

Activity 2.1
Learning
doc‑6045

Activity 2.2
Investigating 
learning
doc‑6046

Activity 3.3
Researching  
cells
doc‑6050

A cure?
Skin cancer is the most common form of cancer in Australia 
with around 400 000 people diagnosed each year. Learn about 
the revolutionary new trials led by Australian scientists to find 
a vaccine for skin cancer. A worksheet is included to further 
your understanding.

FOCus activity
Access more details about focus activities for this chapter in  
your eBookPLUS. doc‑10532

3 Cells

Searchlight ID: eles‑0070

Interactivities

Microscope parts
This interactivity focuses on the microscope. You must 
select the parts of the microscope that best fit a series of 
descriptions. Instant feedback is provided.
Searchlight ID: int‑0205

Cell jobs
This interactivity tests your ability to match a number of 
different types of cells with their roles in the body. Instant 
feedback is provided.
Searchlight ID: int‑0206

AnSweRS for this chapter can be 
found online in your eBookPLUS.

Online section
This section of the chapter can be found online in your 
eBookPLUS.
3.11 Target maps and single bubble maps 
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